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New Year's Celebration
Above: Mario Hosoi, 9 months old, come olOfTg for the ride
with ther mother MIneko tocelebrate theChinese NewYeors.
Below right: A ribbon donee wos performed during the
Chinese New Yeors celetxotion held in the S.UM.P. lost ffidoy
night.
Delow; Donee of the lion wos performed os port of the
festtvlries held to eelebrote Chinese New Yeors lost fridoy
night.
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Letters to the Editor:

Greeks Strike Back
To the Editor and the Campus
Community.
I write this article in rebuttal to
Wednesday, January 21st's letter
to the editor tilled, "Wants Out of
Greeks" by Bill Gropp. I represent
the Greek system at CSUSB as
well as all Greeks across the
United States.
Mr. Gropp stated in his letter
that the Greek system was
"originally started to promote
leadership and scholarship has
turned out to be the opposite." It is
a well-known fact, members of the
Greek community hdd many
important positions in student
government, as well as in the
community at large.
Greeks are the most sought after
candidates for leadership positions
such as Reserve Officer Training
(R.O.T.C.) and new student
orientation. In fact, many of our
nation's leaders and executive's of
prestigious companies, were
Greek in college. In most cases,
this would not have been possible
without the leadership training
that Fraternities and Sororities
provide.
As scholarship director of my
house, I can truthfully state that
the average Greeks' G.P.A. is
higher than that of the collie
community. We provide many
instruments to help our
prospective members study and
score better on tests, and improve
as a student overall. Instruments
such as tutoring and study aids
(books, study guides, etc.) are
readily available
Mr. Gropp also stated that we
are "more interested in getting
drunk and smashed than helping
the community." Quite to the
contrary, all four Greek houses
have contributed time and money
towards the community. Alpha

Phi Sorority conducted a loys-fortots activity for the Pediatric Ward
at St. Bernardine's Hospital. Each
member of Alpha Delta Pi
Sorority is currently saving a dime
a day for one hundred days, which
will render $180.00 for disabled
children. Sigma Chi Omicron
Fraternity raised $1,500.00 for
mentally and physically
handicapped children in a teetertotter marathon. And finally, the
members of Delta Sigma Phi
Fraternity have donated both time
and money for the children at the
Childrens Center. These are just a
fraction of the activities the Greeks
perform for the community.

Nationally, Greeks contribute
over four million dollars a year to
Philanthropies. This is hardly the
work of perpetually "drunk and
smashed" people.
We, the Greek community,
offer many benefits in the
development of an individual,
both in scholarship and in
leadership. This experience
provides a rich and prosperous
coll^ate environment for our
members.

Dear Editor,
After reading Mr. Gropp's letter
in last week's Chronicle, I felt
strongly compelled to respond. It
is unfortunate that Mr. Gropp
r^ets having helped start a Greek
system at CSUSB because I feel
these regrets are totally
unfounded. When I first started
schcx)! here in the Fall of '85,
CSUSB seemed to be a socially
dead campus. The majority of
students went to class, took notes,
and then went home. There is
more to the college experience
than just going to class and with
the advent of the Greek system
here at CSUSB, the complexion of
our campus has radically changed.
I spent my first year just going to
class and hardly knowing
anybody, but then I decided to
change that and I pledged Sigma
Chi Omicron this past fall. Unlike
Mr. Gropp, I have no regrets
because joining the Greek system
was the best decision I've ever
made. I enjoy going to school now

because I get to see all my friends.
I hardly knew anyone last year and
now I feel like I know half the
campus.
As for Mr. Gropp's belief th«
the Greek's here at CSUSB are
"interested more in getting
drunk and smashed than helping
the community", I find this to be
totally untrue. Yes, we certainly
do know how to party, but we also
realize that there are many other
aspects of Greek life. This past
quarter we participated in
fundraisers for the YMCA,
Wallace Village (a children's
home), and our own Cal State's
Children's Center. We also helped
solicit phone pledges for the
Alumni Association. On the
non-monetary side, we helped set
up the multi-purpose room for
Homecoming '87 and assisted
with the Academic Decathalon.
I must admit, however, that my
graiies did suffer somewhat this
past quarter. I started out with a
Continued on page 8

Sincerely,
Patrick W. Luzier
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity
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Student Activism

Students Everywhere Take A Stand.
Nationally: Students
Come to Animals' Defense
Two veterinary students at the
University of Pennsylvania are
currently in the midst of a court
battle to force the university to
provide an alternative to animal
dissection during the surgery phase
of their education. They won a
preliminary decision l^t year,
when a federal court overruled a
university attempt to fail the
students for refusing to participate
in classroom dissections.
Last April 24, students on
fifteen to twenty campuses across
the country including the
Universities of Arizona,
California, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Washington,
participated in actions to convince
university presidents to adopt a
six-point platform which would
move the schools away from using
animals in research and in the
classroom.
Since then, several students
have been arrested for sitting in at
university presidents' offices,
including UC Berkeley, UCLA,
and Stanford University, among
others.
Students' reasons for taking
action on the issue vary. Some
students claim that humans do not
have the right to molest or interfere
with the life of any animal, for any
purpose, including human
consumption. Others would ban
only "frivolous" or "unethical"
experimentation, but would allow
some monitored use of animals in
medical and other scientific
research to continue.
The most recent debate centers
not so much around animal rights
as with students' rights to
"violence-free science."
"In medical and veterinary

schools nationwide and even
worldwide, students are beginning
to say 'I came here to learn how to
heal and save lives, not to damage
them,'" says Ingrid Newkirk of
People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals (PETA). The
organization provides free books
and films on animal rights issues,
provides alternatives to classroom
dissection and vivisection, and
occasionally f«ys court costs to
defend students seeking to
establish the right to choose not to
dissect.
According to Dr. Elliot Katz,
president of a national non-profit
organization called "In Defense of
Animals", there is no need for
students to learn about anatomy or
medical procedures by
experimenting on animals. He
advocates for more research on
tissue cultures and use of
sophisticated computer programs
that simulate the human body.
Campus animal rights groups
see their next challenge to be one
of consolidation: there are an
estimated 400such groups around
the country, but little national
coordination. One step in this
direction is the intensification of
nationwide civil disobedience
efforts on "World Day for Lab
Animals," which takes place on
April 24. "We expect that to
culminate a major effort to raise
awareness on the issue this year,"
says Pachelle. (For more
information, contact Wayne
Pachelle, Yale Animal Rights
Front, 203/624-3525. People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals,
202/726-0156. Dr. Elliot Katz, In
Defense of Animals, Berkeley
415/924^54.)

Deer Hunt
Draws Ire
The annual Thanksgiving day
deer hunt at the Yale-owned
Union forest near New Haven, CT
opened with a different kind of
l^ng last fall. Several students
dressed as deer drove around the
forest with human hunter effigies
tied to the hoods of their cars.
Their slogan: "Bambo-the deer
who's had it up to here."
Four of the activists were
arrested for "hunter harassment."
The demonstrators say they will
challenge the arrests on first
amendment grounds. According
to Wayne Pachelle, one of the
students arrested, the activists were
speaking out against a practice
they claim is for fun and profit, not
for deer population control as
alleged by state government
ofiSdals.

Sexual
Assault
Six Wesleyan University
students were arrested in
December for interrupting campus
tours to inform prospective firstyear students and their parents of
the school's high incidence of
campus rape. The students also
reportedly accused the dean of
students of ignoring the problem.
The students, who also acted out
guerilla theatre skits depicting the
problem, were charged with
disruptive activity and violating
the rights of others.

ACLU Threatens Lawsuit:
Berkeley Stops Drug Testing
A threatened lawsuit by the
American Civil Liberties Union
on behalf of the Associated
Students of Berkeley and Joe
Bourg of the University of
California at Berkeley track team
in December caused the school to
drop its random urinalysis drug
testing policy. The litigants had
planned to challenge the policy on
grounds of invasion of privacy and
lack of due process.
The ACLU's Northern
California chapter filed suit Jan. 6
against the NCAA on behalf of
Simone LeVant, captain of the
Stanford University women's
diving team, who has been barred
from all intercollegiate play for

refusing to take the required drug
tests. The suit charges that the
NCAA relations violate rightto-privacy provisions in Article 1,
Section 1 of the California state
constitution. A California district
court judge granted a restraining
order Jan. 14 allowing LeVant to
compete until the suit is settle.The
next hearing is set for March 11.
White House officials have yet
to acknowledge receiving 215
filled urine specimen bottles sent
by University of California at
Santa Barbara students two
months ago. The so-called "Ur-in"
was held in protest of the Reagan
administration's advocacy of
drug-testing prc^ams. Members

of the UCSB Associated Students
Legislative Board were told that
the White House would not issue a
statement until the shipments were
delivered, and now assume them
to be lost in the mail. (For more
information, contact the Daily
Nexis, 805-961-2320.)
David Bally, a student and track
athlete at Northeastern University,
filed suit Jan. 13 challenging the
school's newly adopted drugtesting policy. Bally cited
philosophical grounds for the suit,
saying that "urinating into a paper
cup in front of a school official to
prove our innocence would be
degrading and 'Orwellian.'"

Internationally:
Mexico, China & France
Large-scale student protests
have erupted around the globe in
recent months, meeting with
various degrees of resistance from
government forces. Among them:
More than 500,000 students
took to the streets last month in
Paris, France, to protest
controversial higher education
reforms proposed by the rightwing government of Prime
Minister Jacques Chirac. The
students denounced the reforms as
"elitist" because they would make
some state-run universities more
expensive, selective, and
prestigious than others. The
protests heated up when one
student was killed by police,
throwing the sympathies of the
nation behind the students and
raising the threat of a nationwide
worker's strike in solidarity with
them. Mr. Chirac withdrew the
reforms and accepted the
resignation of their chief architect,
Minister for Research and Higher
Education Alain Devaquet.
. Students at major universities in
the People's Republic of China
this month staged the largest wave
of protests the country has seen in
a decade, expressing demands for
better living conditions and a more
democratic educational and

employment system. The lai^est of
the protests saw 50,000 students
gathered in the main square of
Shanghai to decry bad food,
overcrowded dorms and little or
no choice in courses of study and
career fields. Chinese conserva
tives blamed the students' ideas on
increased exposure to Western
ideologies as a result of Deng
Xiaoping's modernization
program. The government issued a
series of stem warnings, fired a
university president who
sympathized with student
demands, sharply criticized the
protestors in the ^ijing Daily, and
has begun to detain some of the
demonstrators.
Tens of thousands of students
demonstrated at the National
Autonomous University in
Mexico last November when
authorities announced an end to
the policy of free and automatic
admission for all graduates of the
state-mn high schools. Protestors
held a torchlight march, took over
an administration building, called
a 24-hour student strike, and
formed an organization dedicated
to over-tuming the reforms. The
government has so far given no
indication of its willingness to
negotiate.

D.C. Students:
Judge's
Ruling
Defective
Conservative students from
American University, George
Washington University, and other
D.C.- area schools took part ic a
Jan. 14 rally in front of the
Heritage Foundation in
Washington, D.C. to protest a
speech by Martin Feldman, the
federal judge who sent would-be
Soviet defi^or Miroslav Medvid
back to his ship in the port of New
Orleans in November 1985.
Medvid had won the support of
conservative and UkrainianAmerican organizations after
twice jumping from the grainship
Marshal Konev only to be forcibly
returned by immigration officials.
The groups tried to secure an
injunction from Feldman barring
his deportation, but the judge
refused. The protesters claim that
his decision sent Medvid back to
face certain death in the U.S.S.R.
The protesters, who were
organized by the Conservative
Action Foundation, presented
Feldman with a trophy inscribed
Tontius Pilate Award for Judicial
Excellence. (For more informa
tion, contact the Conservative
Action Foundation, 202-5470200 or 800-423-7976.)

CIA
Protest
Activist Abbie Hoffrnan and
Brown University student Amy
Carter (daughter of former
President Jimmy Carter) were
arraigned in a Massachusetts
district court Jan. 8 on charges
stemming from their part in a Nov.
24 anti-CIA protest at the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. Carter, represented by
renowned activist lawyer Leonard
Weinglass, pleaded innocent to a
charge of obstructing justice.
Hoffman, representing Umselt
pleaded innocent to charges of
trespassing and disturbing a
school. At a press conference, the
defendants said they intended to
turn the trials into seminars on
CIA activities, with testimony
from such witnesses as Nicaraguan
Foreign Minister Miguel D'Escoio
Brockman.
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Senate Fellows
Program
The Senate Fellows Program,
sponsored jointly by the California
State Senate and California State
University, Sacramento will select
12 new fellows this spring.
College graduates from all
disciplines are encouraged to
apply for the 10-month
fellowships which will begin in
November.
Fellows are placed in fiill-time
legislative positions working for
individual Senators or Senate
Committees.
They revive a
monthly stipend to cover living
expenses.
Applications for the 1987
Fellows program are available
through the Placement OfGces and
Political Science Departments at
California colleges and
universities. The deadline for
submitting applications is
February 22, with successful
candidates to be notified in May.
For more information, or an
application, please contaa the
Senate Rules Committee, (916)
445-0924, or the Center fot
California Studies, California
State University, Sacramento
(916) 278-6906.

Screenwrifing
Fellowships
Applications for the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences' Don and Gee Nicholl
Fellowships in Screenwriting
program will be accepted through
June 1,1987, It was announced by
the Academy President Robert E.
Wise.
Annual Nicholl Fellowship
competition, open to all
graduating college students and all
full-time graduate students from
four-year collies and universities
in 11 states, was designed by the
Academy to provide new screen
writers with the opprtunity to
work at their craft for one year
without the need to support
themselves with other work. This
year, the fellowships will provide
$20,000 to as many as seven
recipients and the winners will be
announced on September 1,
1987.
The fellowships are available to
qualifying students in states of
California, Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Texas and Vermont.
Eventually, the Academy
expects the program to be nation^
in scope, with increased numbers
of fellowships available.
The
Academy acquires no rights to the
works of fellows, and does not
involve itself commercially in any
way with their completed scripts.
For application information,
contact Rich Miller, Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
8949 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills, California ,90211.
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Free Counseling AvQllobie
Free, private counseling for
variety of emotional problems is
available through the Community
Counseling Center at California
State University, San Bernardino.
Operated by faculty and
graduate students in the
university's Psychology
Department, the Community
Counseling Center provides the
public service from September
through June. Counselors meet

Tox Help
Free income tax help for low
income, elderly, and handicapped
people will be available during a
month-long clinic starting Feb. 3
at California State University, San
Bernardino, according to John
Driscoil, student director of
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA).
Accounting students from the
university will help individuals
prepare federal and state tax forms
on Tuesdays. Wednesdays, and
Thursdays from 4 to 6 p.m.
No appointment is necessary for
the workshops which run through
March 5 in the Lower Commons
on campus.
Participants in the workshops
should bring receipts and W2
earnings statements which might
aid in preparation. Income tax
forms will be available at the
workshops.
^ The student tax preparers are
supervised b> university faculty
and all information is kept
confidential, Driscoil said.
More information is available
by calling the Accounting and
Finance Department of Cal State,
San Bernardino at (714) 8877676.

Sun-Telegram
Rep. to Speak
Mr. Robert Boisson, from the
Sun-Telegram, will be speaking at
the next Cal State Marketing
Association meeting. The meeting
is scheduled for February 4 at
noon. It will be held in Student
Union rooms A and B.
Mr. Boisson is director of
promotions and research for the
Sun-Telegram. His presentation
will center upon promotional and
research techniques used by the
newspaper industry. For more
information please caU 887-7711.

Wresflemania

II

by Matt Bums
Did Rowdy Roddy Piper really
retire? Is the Hulkster over the
hill? Does theJunkyard Dog have
rabies? Who c^e^ For some rea/
wrestling action, come to the gym
on Wednesday, February 11 at 7
p.m., for the Intramural Wrestling
Federation (IWF) Champion
ships. The R^ular Guys Division
is wide open, so even you could
win and earn a Sonny Coyote T
Shirt. The Big Guys Division is a
bit tougher, as defending champ
Ron Main will be back.
Admission is free ~ for more
information contact Joe Long at
Morongo 119 or call 887-7416.

with their clients once a week for
50 minutes.
Interested persons should call a
24-hour number (714) 887-7272,
leave a message and request a call
back. Dr. Edward Teyber,
associate professor of psychoid^
and director of the Commimity
Counseling Center at Cal State,
will return the call and schedule an
interview.

Exodus
The Shalom Club will sponsor a
showing of the classic film Exodus,
starring Paul Newman, on
Thursday, February 5, at 7 p.m. in
the SUMP. The showing is free
and open to the public.
Now is the time to apply for
financial aid.
Priority Filing Date March 2,
1987
Scholarship Deadline March 2,
1987
Cal Grant Deadline March 2,
1987
Financial Aid Workshops on
campus.
February 12 7-9 p.m.
February 17 2-4 p.m.
s.u.m.p.

Virtuoso to Perform
The first American artist to take
first prize in the prestigious
Rostropovich International
Competition, Gary Hoffman, will
give a recital at Ambassador
Auditorium in Pasadena on
Monday evening, February 23,
1987 at 8:(X) p.m. Mr. Hoffman
replaces Miklos Perenyi on
Ambassaboris Gold Medal '87
Series. Mr. Perenyi was forced to
cancel his engagement because of
scheduling difficulties.
In addition to winning the 1986
Rostropovich Competition, Mr.
Hoffman was Prize Winner in the
1981 Naumburg Cello Competi
tion, recipient of the 1979
Piatigorsky Artist Award from the
Violincello Society of New York,
and finalist inthe 1978
Tchiakovsky Competition in
Moscow.
Mr. Hoffman has performed as
soloist with many leading North
Americam orchestras including
the Chicago, Montreal and
Atlanta Symphonies under such
renowned conductors as Charles
Dutoit and Sir Andrew Davis
among others.
He has also
participated in major European
and American festivals including
the Marlboro.

Mr. Hoffman was born into a
musical family, his father a
conductor, his mother a violinist,
two brothers, one a pianist, the
other a violist and a sister harpist,
which frequently performs as the
Hoffman Chamber Soloists. Last
season Mr. Hoffman was highly
praised for his performance in
Peter Mennin's Cello Concerto
with Jorge Mester and the
Pasadena Symphony.
Mr. Hoffman will be joined at
the piano by Shigeo Neriki in the
following program: Beethoven's
Sonata No. 5 in D Major, Op. 102,
No. 2; Debussy's Sonata for Cello
and Piano; Penderecki's "Per
Slava" for solo cello (West Coast
premiere) and Brahm's Sonata in
E Minor, Op. 38.
Teachers, students and senior
citiz;ens with I.D. may purchase
tickets for half price. Tickets are
available at the Ambassador
Ticket Office, 300 West Green
Street, Pasadena or by calling
Ambassador's PhoneCharge:
(818) 304-6161 or (213) 6810212.
All concerts at Ambassador
Auditorium are presented by
Ambassador Foundation and
sponsored by Ambassador
College.
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health corner
AIDS: Reduce Risk, Get Informed
by Sunnie Bell
I am now a veteran of quite a
few Health Comer columns, but
without question, this is the most
difficult one to write. I feel an
overwhelming responsibility. My
goal is to help you understand the
transmission of AIDS so that you
can deal with it without panic. But
my words scare me...I don't know
who reads this column and I don't
know how much the readers rely
upon what I say. I mustn't reduce
fear to the point that you aren't
concerned...yet I want you to
know that as long as you observe
some very clear precautions, there
is no reason to fear AIDS.
Unfortunately, because there is no
cure, many people make an
assumption that there is little
known about other aspects of it.
This is not true. Ma
reliable
studies have provided insiderable knowledge aboi;
? disease.
They offer assurance lu ihe area of
casual transmission. I am
confident in telling you that AIDS
is not transmitted by casual
contact.
As you probably know from
previous readings, AIDS is an
acronym for Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome. It means
that the body system which
normally stops disease processes is
compromised; the afflicted person
will die of an opportunistic disease
that exists only because the normal
defenses are down. Previously
identified with special groups such
as male homosexuals (still the
most frequently affliaed group),
AIDS is increasingly occurring in
broader ranges of people.
Projections of AIDS in the United
States are alarming. Conservative
estimates call for 270,000 cases of
AIDS by 1991, with 179,000 of
those d^ and new cases of

heterosexually acquired AIDS at
23,000. Although 1991 has a
futuristic ring, it is a mere four
years away. Presently there are at
least 1.5 million people out there
carrying the AIDS virus who are
not aware they have it...some
estimates place this figure as high
as 4 millioa While there are
U.S.A. figures only, AIDS is now
identified as a pandemic...meaning
that it transcends epidemic
standards and involves a large part
of the world. Eighty nations have

recipient With colds, and flu,
there is a choice...for social reasons
you may decide that if s not worth
offending the host and risk
spending an uncomfortable week
in bed. But AIDS is deadly! It
offers no choice. If you get it, your
chance of dying within a few years
is essentially 100%. You must
prevent exposure.
After much study on the
subject, I am assured that
transmission requires direct
injection into a recipient- either

define risk behaviors regarding
transmission.
In the meantime, however,
several areas need clarification. All
studies so far show that AIDS is
not transmitted in the home even
when there are very close living
quarter as long as sex or childbirth
is not a part of the relationship.
Also studies show that
transmission in schools and
workplaces is negative. The virus
does not survive outside of human

by Fagan

Drabble
TlMt ToV

m

reported AIDS cases. Numbers of
cases are doubling each thirteen
months. Cases by the year 2000
could be in the tens of millions.
Nevertheless, compared with
plagues of past years, AIDS is
surprisingly difficult to contract.
As in last week's explanation of
contagious disease transmission,
three factors must be present to
transmit: 1) a host who is carrying
2) an agent (the AIDS virus)
which is passed to a 3) susceptible
recipient We have no control over
the first two factors. We only
control ourselves as potenti^
susceptibles. Therefore, we must
be completely clear on exactly
bow the virus makes the move
from its present host to a new

blood to blood or genital fluid to
mucous membrane. This is why
certain high risk groups are
particularly susceptible. Use of
contaminated needles for
intravenous drugs establishes one
high risk group. Sexual activity
that causes trauma to microscopic
blood vessels of the recipient
creates another high risk category.
This is not exclusive to
homosexual contact It includes
vaginal intercoqrse as well as anal
penetration and can include oral
sex, too. There are indications that
large and repeated doses are
required. But please! Be cautious!
Many more questions will be
answered about AIDS during the
next few years that will further

MEASLES DOCUMENTATION

fluids. Regarding fears about
insects (particulary mosquitoes)
transmitting AIDS by blood to
blood contact between
individuals, studies show that only
sexually active people in densely
infected and infested areas such as
Central Africa have AIDS. If
mosquitos did transmit AIDS,
children and teens would also have
the disease in these areas, but they
do not. Finally, concentrations of
the virus found in saliva and tears
are extremely small; researchers
are confident that AIDS cannot be
spread in this way.
There is much more to say, but
space precludes my going on much
further. I will just add a few more

February 6th is the deadline for certain groups
students
t o s h o w e v i d e n c e o f i m m u n i z a t i o n against b o t h measles a n d
rubella (German measles). If you fall into any one of the
following groups, you must comply or a hold may be placed on
your spring registration materials.

2. All students bom after January 1, 1957 who are
applying for readmtssion.
3. ALL students who reside in campus residence halls.
4 ALL students whose primary and secondary education were
obtained outside of the United States.
5. Students who are participating in: dietetics, medical
technology, nursing, physical therapy and any practicum,
student teaching or field work involving pre-school children
or school-age children (including the Children's Center) or
takiitg (riace in a health care setting.

I truly believe that exposure to
AIDS is limited to intimate
blood/blood or blood/genital
fluid contact, but as I said in the
introduction to this article, the
responsibility that comes with
such a statement is great. Please
take to your doctor about it. And
follow n^ws updates on AIDS as
much as you can. As in otb^
aspects of your health, you carry
the ultimate responsibility. Don't
take chances with AIDS and don't
give it a chance with you!

YOU CANNOT GET AIDS
FROM:
FOODS
EATING UTENSILS
SHAKING HANDS
THE AIR
TOILET SEATS
SNEEZING AND
COUGHING

•-i

Deadline is Feb. 6

1. All NEW students born after January 1, 1957.

facts that might answer some of
your questions. Why is a vaccine
so hard to come by? The AIDS
virus is a type that mutates
(changes) frequently. Therefore, a
vaccine that is good in the
laboratory today could be
ineffective against tomorrow's
virus. What can you do to avoid
exposure if you do have sex? Insist
on the use of a condom. If semen
or vaginal secretions do not
contact mucous membranes,
exposure cannot occur. The only
perfect assurance, however, is
perfect monogamy with a partner
whom you are confident has had
no other relationship for at least
ten .years or avoidance of sexual
contact entirely.

This is required by the California State University Chancellor
through Executive Order 469.
If proof of immunization for measles and rubella is not
available from family physicians, community medical providers
or through your official high school immunization record,
students oan be vaccinated by the Student Health Services jit
no cost. Immunizations will be given from 9:00 until
4.00 p.m. A!sc, physici?" or public health nurse documentation
of the history of measles (nil^ola only)-wil] be accepted.
If you have any questions, stop by or call the Health Cehter at
887-7641.

LOCATION CHANGE

Aids Presentation
is now is SUMP
Any staff or faculty member
who would like an educational
^presentation on AIDS for their
office or class is invited to contact
the Health Center, said Dr. James
R. Savage, director.
An open session will be held
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.,
Thursday, February 5 in the
SUMP. Following a film, medical
staff will be available to answer
questions.

Staff Writers
Wanted

Serving the community of Col State University. Son Berrxirdino

Are you a writer? Are you a
Communications Major? Do you want
to start a portfolio of your articles for that
all important job interview? Do you want
to see your name in print? Well.., here's
your chance...

Staff writer meetings are
held once a week on
Wednesdays at 12 noon.

We would like to have students
covering events and/or news items
in different departments. The same
is true of the dorms. How about a
column-Isn't anything going on?

If you are interested, just
drop by the office located in
the Student Union building.
Or better yet, show up for
the next writers meeting.

Writers are aligned 1 to 3
stories, which are due in a
weeks time.

-X-

If you can't make this lime
because of school or work, other
arrangements can be made.

GETTING TOJULTOP MEANS
WORKINGdmiKE A DOG.
w

^
1

Judd Nelson
Elizabeth Perkins

FroM
ix
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Sfor Trek IV

Golden Child

Criricol Condition

S

Hooslers
OoDD^mag []=¥[1

i
370-2065
S
Lady and the Tramp
g Bedroom Window Soul Man
g
The Mosquito Coast
S
The Color of Money
g The Color Purple Assossinotion

The way he practices law
should be a crime.

IN (OMMfRCENTIR OFF HOSmAllTy lANE

381-1611

^

§

888-1400

OoiiOainLd] 0(i[]T]li©[r S

LifTle Shop of Horrors

Robin "Stormy" Weathers

Starts Friday
2/6/87

Your story ideas are always
welcome.

......^10'^^ $ Iri 0%!^1W IB

^

COMMERCENTER 6

Pay rate is currently 50<f a
printed column inch.

688-1400

1

Heorfbreok Wdge The Mission S
Crocodile Dundee

a

Wonted; Deoc or Alive

s

The Stepfather ^
o
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§
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1

Crimes of the Heart
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An American Toil
Three Amigos
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Hotshot
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by Berke Breathed
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ACROSS
1. Place for experimeiits
(abbr.)
4. Slnkable
9. Knock
12. Sick
13. Cheer
14. Age
15. Visnaiize
16. Took out
17. Admirer
18. Spanish monetary
unit
20. Resigned (abbr.)
21. Uability
22. Cut
24. Dog
25. Artlcic
27. Fail. .
30. Cam
31. Var. of ••er
35. Flower
37. Extravehicular activity (abbr.)
38. Sand below water
40. Story
41. Square of any type
size
42. Drag
43. Ooze
46. Map; chart
48. Ova
50. Beak
53. Sup
54. AssemMy place (Gr.)
56. Mat
57. Squeeze
58. Gemstone wdght
59. Of the kind of (snf.)

60. Lead (p.t.)
61. Sweiiing
62. The letter C
DOWN
1. Speech defect
2. Toward which the
wind Mows
3. Bless (p.t. form)
4. Cot
5. One who scares
6. Stuff
7. A follower (snf., pi.)
8. Man's name
9. Umpire
10. Semitic
11. Huff
19. N.W. SUte (abbr.)
21. Dig (p.t.)
23. Lupino
25. Broadeaat
26. Born
28. 7th letter,
Greek Alphabet
29. Message
31
Maria
32. Plunge
34. Akin
36. Dream Stage (abbr.)
39. Obese
44. Not out
45. Subject
46. Pare
47. Pool
48. Mild oatb
49. Stab
51. Rational
52. Rim
54. High card
55.
glance
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Battleground
by Lillian Holden Johnson

1.
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Emery Brewer
Atta Boy! Have you collected one lately? You don't remember
when?
Have you given one lately? Even worse?
How old do you have to be to give an Atta Boy? As old as a Mom,
a Dad, a teacher, a coach, Granddad, Grandmom, brother, sister?
I've been collecting Atta Boys all my life. I enjoy them You
can begin collectii^ in the Maternity Ward. "Smile, Atta Boy
smile.
Look at him wiggle his toes." Atta Boys come in a marvelous
variety. Some are gilt edged. Recall that pen and pencil set
for your Bar Mitzvah? The gold watch for your Confirmation?
Your graduation gift?
Some you want to hug to your breast. "Mom, you're the most.
You're the greatest." Some you can do without. "Hmm, Junior, I
see you have an 'A' in English, but look at this. A 'D' in
Hawaiian basket weaving. Shame on you."
Give yourself an Atta Boy or Atta Girl today! I will! 'Atta Boy,
Brew, you're the best."
CSUSB because it opens up many
opportunities. Leadership,
academic, and social are just a few;
the benefits of which continue
after graduation. I am proud to be
a Greek and would reccommend
the Greek system strongly.
CSUSB is slowly becoming a
happening campus and I love it.

Greeks...

Continued from page 2

3.96 GPA and I have since
dropped to a 3.91. Academics
were stressed very much
throughout my pledgeship and we
were encouraged to seek help in
any area we needed.
In closing, I feel very confident
abottf the Greek system here at

nt

I

So why don't we take down the wall.
Stop stubbing our toes on the stones?
My bloody soul
Can't hurt any more;
What good is your victory
If I walk out ^t door?
I wanted to love youYou wanted war.

Atta Boy

i.

; y'

You don't have to give up anything for meUnless you want to!
In this world of trade-oi&
And compromise
I just know I need you.
With all of your faults.
And your hang-ups.
And all of mine.

I don't want a hassle,
I'm tired of games,
And not saying what I mean.
I want you to need me
For what I am.

Sincerely,
Randv Smith

t VALENTINE'S
4

T.

and J.SS.r4.
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Expecting the Sheep to Bark
by Robert Underwood
Everything was fine until I
decided to yell, "Look boys, I
found it. FoUow me." And that's
when the shit hit the fan: It was all
right that I'd got away with it but
when I told everyone I had and
how, that was a different story
altc^ether. The sad part was it was
perfectly legit, above board and
everything and for that reason it
couldn't get into the mainstream.
If it did then the people might end
up with an even run on their
money and lives and we couldn't

have that, could we? So I went
ahead spreading good news and
soon enough, things started to
dump on me. They took my car,
my house, my job just to show
what my big mouth earned me. no
matter it was the truth as real as it
could be. They wouldn't take me
to court, they were smarter than
that. So I tri^ to take them. Hey,
that's a rigged game if there ever
was one. But I went on and after a
few years of nothing or less, I
realized the mistake I'd made: I'd
expected the sheep to bark;
something that was totally against

their nature. Bucking the odds,
you'll end up the loser in the long
run because miracles are still rare
and always will be. At that point, I
hung it up and went out to play the
game by their rules (even though
they changed them whenever the
fancy struck). My goal was to
simply stay in the ballpark on top
of things; at least the way I could
see the shaft coming before it
poked through my side. And now,
I'm in the ballpark, biding my time
listening to the sheep 'baa' and
hoping but for much less than
before...

A VAILABLE FUNDING

Scholar ships to be
awarded from various
organizations
Do you need money?
Scholarships are available for
students with a grade point
average of 3.0 or better.
To apply you must submit a
short autobiographical statement
(1 or 2 pages) and 2 letters of
recommendation to the Financial
Aid Office by March 2, 1987.
To be eligible for a scholarship
that is based on need as well as
academic success, you must also
have a completed financial aid
application by the March 2
deadline.
Since the Student Aid
Applications for California lakes
approximately one month for
processing, it should be submitted
by February I. If the SAAC has
not been submitted by February 1,
it should be submitt^ as soon as
possible and a xeroxed copy
submitted directly to the Financial
Aid Office.
Some scholarships may require
additional documents. For forms
or additional information, contact
the Financial Aid Office (ss-143)
or call 887-7741.

The scholarships listed below
with their available funding are
awarded to new and continuing
students in accordance with the
terms of the gift.
California Parent Teachers
Association ($350)
California Retired Teachers
Association ($750)
California State University, San
Bernardino Alumni Association

($1200)

Education Chapter of the
California State University, Sen
Bernardino Alumni Association
($400)
California State Uni\^P§ity, San
Bernardino Music Department
Califomia State University, San
Bernardino Theatre Arts
Department
Del Rosa Grange ($275)
Faculty/Staff Memorial ($750)
Farmers Insurance Group of
Companies ($1,000)
Kaiser Fermanente Scholarship

($200)
David

($200)

Montano Memorial

Alfred F. and Chella D. Moore
Scholarship ($19,2(X))
Alan Pattee Scholarship ($700)
Leon V. and Marion G. Pittman
Scholarship ($500)
Professional Food-Service
Management Scholarship ($1000)
Riverside Foundation/Leon S.
Heseman Scholarship Fund

($12,000)

San Bernardino Career Ladder
Scholarship ($750)
San Bernardino County Central
Credit Union ($500)
San Bernardino Teacher
Retraining Scholarship ($5(X))
Nancy E. Smith Scholarship
($350)
Union Pacific Foundation

($1,000)

William H. Wilson Scholarship
($350)
The Foundation of California
State University, San Bernardino
($1,900)
Leslie I. Harris/Bennet Meyers
Memorial Fund ($2,400)
Douglas A. Housel Memorial

($200)

Janczyk Family
Scholarship ($300)

Economics
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1966-87 Gal State San Bernardino Men's Basketball Team
Front Row (l-r): Coach Jim Ducey, Mike Arias, Joel Plitt, Julius Davison,
Jr., Mark Atmore, Arthur Newsom. Jim Carney. Greg Rowe, Troy Adams.
Assistant Coach Craig Williams.
Back Row (l-r): Gregg Bujuovsky, Gerald Duncan, Randy Horton, Steve
Johnson. Scott Perong, Pal Roberts, Eiroy Moses, Tim Watkins, Richard
Morales. Reginald Smith, Pat Pruitt. (not pictured — Ricky Bell, Zach
Bose)
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RECREATIONAL SPORTS
February 4 Entry deadline for corec Volleyball
,Febru^ 4 "A" BasketbaU

i 'toAiOtvnoaoui

February 5 Co-rec Volleyball
February 6 "B" Basketball

VOtLEYBALL SCHEDULE TO DATE
Funrf Raiser

Doob}«s - All

day - Suflday, January

8:00,
February 16 7.-00 '
February 20 - 8:00
February 21 - 7:00
i, ^ebtuf^ 37 - 7:30^
Harcb 4 - 1:00
n 8

February 6 Co-rec Street Hockey

19.
HERE vs. HSAC. •'"
AT LBCC
-•HERE vs. UCSD

February 5 -

-

March

:00

. •

HERB VS.

^

V

-K
'

^ '

••

'•ifSRE VS.
Pacific

March 17

- 7:30

AT

March 19

~ 7:00

AT Chapman

April

6'

• 7:00

Shick Super Hoops
3:3

^

Ar UCSD

AT AtUsa

February 7

February 7 Weekend Recreation
,

HERE VS. Azusa Pac^ific
s-c
S

March 13 - 7:00

LaVerne

'i'?:-'":" •••
-.VV',,.

LaVerne

AT tiSAC

PROJECT
f 0, Box 8330, San Bernardino, OA 92412

INLAND AIDS PROJECT was formed by a group of
citizens of the Inland Empire who wantto reduce the
of AIDS
on our community and especially on persons with AIDS.
INLAND AIDS PROJECT provides:
.,
-Professional and peer counseling for persoru with AIDS
-Confidential referrals for HTLV III Antibody tKt
-Speakers on a variety of subjects relating to AIDS
-Opportunities for citizens to become volunteers
In this health crisis, there are needs for positive sot^l powth. We
must give emotional and financial support to those whohave or areat
;^k S MDS, and foster a community network to provide a
supportive atmosphere.
WE ARE COMMITTED TO MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
For more information call:

(714) 784-AIDS or 820-AIDS

•4!'-.•It,

.f'-s*--

Februarys Weekend Recreation

SCHEDULE
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Dr. Matheson 'Goes Extra Cat State Goes to
Mile' For Theatre Dept Remote Students
by K.M. Reese

-ir-.

Described by her department
chairman as "an intense person
devoted to -education and the
theater," Diann Matheson, Ph.D.,
brings her talents and life-long love
for the theater to the CSUSB
Theater Arts Department.
"I've always known that I
wanted to be involved with the
theater," Dr. Matheson said. "In
my sophomore year in college I
d^ided that I wanted to teach. By
teaching on the college level I am
able to do what I like to do best
which is directing, theater work
and occasiona* acting. I also enjoy
interacting with the students."
According to department
chairman Professor Ronald
Barnes, she bested I(X) applicants
for the one-year teaching position
vacated by Dr. Sue Rudisill, who
is on sabbatical leave.
Ironically, what quality
impresses Dr. Matheson in
students is the same quality in her
that impressed Dr. Bames-that of
going the extra mile.
Dr. Matheson was hired before
school let out last spring, and her
own time she came to several
department meetii^. She got
acquainted with the faculty and it
enabled her to see how the
department functioned.
"We were very pleased that she
was interested enough to make
that effort," Dr. Barnes said. He
added that he's impressed by her
desire to participate as a fullfledged faculty member though
she'll only be here one year.
Having been out of the state for
a number of years, Dr. Matheson
wanted to come back to this area
where her parents live and where
she received her bachelor's degree
in theater from the University of
Redlands.
Dr. Matheson enjoys and likes
the students that she's become
acquainted with at CSUSB.
"They're unpretentious. They
get along well with each other. It's
not a snobby atmosphere-lhey
welcome new people into the
group," she said. "They like what
they do and they do it well. They
try to do the job that's asked of
them-some even do more. They
go that extra mile."

Kaleidoscope is published
weekly by tbe Dep^ment of
Communication to augment
classroom instruction. Inquiries
and comments may be addressed
to Kaleidoscope, care of the
Department of Communication,
CaUfomia State University, San
Bernardino, 5500 University
Parkway, San Bernardino,
California 92407.
Dianne Hamre, editor
Elaine Patrick, photography
Sue Barcus, photogr^hy
John Kaufman, advisor

The class size and number of
faculty was a special attraction for
Dr. Matheson. She wanted to get
into a position where she could
grow creatively in a small
department atmosphere that
would enable a lot of interacting.
"This school is a manageable
size. It's not a huge school like
UCLA where you don't know
anyone, you do your own thing,
and you're more of a number," she
commented. "Here everyone
works as a team."
She's taught at various colleges
across the United States: Bowling
Green State University and
Whittenberg University in Ohio,
Midwestern State University in
Texas, and most recently at
Chattanooga State in Tennessee.
Communicating with her
students at Chattanooga State
proved to be an interesting
experience for Dr. Matheson. "I've
encountered a variety of accents
over the years but the Southern
accent was by far the strongest,"
she said.
"It's easy to slip into (the
accent). I'd find myself saying
certain words that have a distinct
Southern flavor to them," she
added.
Although she picked up a slight
accent she said that "to the natives
I still stood out like a sore thumb
all of the time. They thought I was
pronouncing things incorrectly
because they couldn't understand
what I was saying due to what they
thought was a western accent."
Dr. Matheson received her
doctorate in theater and
communication from Bowling
Green State University. Her
dissertation is titled, "How
Audience Members Relate to

Stage Characters Based on their
Self-image."
A self-image test was
administered to members of the
audience before a play then those
audience members rated how they
perceived four different stage
characters. The results of both
surveys were then analyzed
statistically.
Since coming to CSUSB, Dr.
Matheson has directed two
productions: "The Fourposter"
and "To Gillian on her 37th
Birthday."
The production of "The
Fourposter" was a fundraiser for
the reopening of the historical
Sturges Center for the Fine Arts
building in San Bernardino
"The Fourposter" is a play
which deals with the history of a
maarried couple, and for the
reopening of a historical building I
think it was an excellent choice,"
Dr. Bames said.
The three-act play performed
on October 30,1986, required Dr.
Matheson to get a cast together
before school started.
Dr. Matheson later directed "To
Gillian on her 37th Birthday"
which ran from November 13-15
and 19-22 on the CSUSB campus.
Dr. Matheson enjoys going to
antique stores and garage sales,
looking for special antiques in her
spare time (which, she says with a
laugh, isn't much).
"I enjoy refinishing furniture,
doing crafts and working on my
place," she said.
"I've also, in the past, been
heavily into exercise-aerobics and
running particularly, but lately I
haven't had enough time to pui^ue
them. And, of course, I enjoy
going to plays and shopping," she
added.

Prof. Matheson takes a break between
rehearsals.

by Sue Barcus

If the student can't get to
collie. Dr. Vivien Bull, liberal
studies co-ordinator at Cal State
San Bernardino, send the collie
to the student
In 1980 a need for upperdivision courses was expres^ in
the farther reaches of Cal State's
service area. The Ic^cal course
was to offer an off-campus
program of classes so students in
remote areas could finish their
bachelor's d^ee without the
long drive.
At that time the administration
felt the difficulties outweighed the
benefits to the community.
In 1982, Dr. Anthony Evans,
newly appointed preiiident of Cal
State San Bernardino, proved
more receptive to the program. In
the spring of 1983, Mrs. Bull and a
small group of educators b^an
offering night classes at Barstow,
Victor Valley, College of the
Desert and Mt. San Jacinto
community colleges.
The classes are offered using
local community colleges, high
schools and instructors from Cal
State San Bernardino.
"The instructors are all
volunteers and other then their
regular salary, receive only
mileage compensation," said Mrs.
Bull.
The dedication of the teachers
and vision of the administration
h^ made bachelor's degrees in
liberal arts available to people not

otherwise able to take lime to get
them.
According to Mrs. Bull, the
program was conceived in 1980
when she received a phone call
from Chris Couston of the
Coachella Valley Unified School
District expressing a need for
liberal arts courses enabling
students to complete their
bachelor's d^ee locally.
The off-campus program now
serves about 300 people,
according to Mrs. Bull. Literal arts
is a broad-based course of study
and is the basis for elementary
teaching degrees and many other
careers. The program's value is
shown by the need to promote
Catherine Gannon of the Cal State
English Department to full-time
Director of the Coachella Valley
off-campus program starting in the
Fall Quarter.
Because of the flexibility of
liberal arts courses and growii^
awareness of the programs,
enrollment is swelling. Expansicm
of present programs and even
extending classes to Needles and
Blythe are possible future
developments.
The planning and administra-'
lion of the program is shared by
Mrs. Bull and Keith Johnson,
program administrator for
extended education. Extended
education classes are not slate
supported and cost considerably
more.

Disabled Students
Want Acceptance
by K.M. Reese
What would you do it while
studying in the library, you noticed
a blind person heading for the
emergency exit door?
Would you leap up and guide
the person to the correct exit?
WoiUd you ignore the situation
and hope someone else takes care
of it? Or would you be torn
between wanting to help and yet
not knowing what to do?
People often feel uncomfortable
in situations that they've never
experienced. These feelings of
discomfort can squelch any good
intentions that a person might
have.
How does one diange from
embarrassed eyes gUnring away
when a disabl^ person goes by to
a friendly smile and hello?
One place to start is by putting
yourself in their place. What are
your needs, fears and desires?
Chances are disabled students are
probably quite similar.
Barb^a Sovereign, counselor
for the CSUSB Services to
Students with Disabilities, said,
They (the disabled students) want
to be ao^epted, included, and
talked to just like any other student

does. Something as simple as, 'Do
you want to go to tbe Pub with
me?' would mean so much," she
said.
Another way to feel more
comfortable is to
be relaxed
around disabled students. They've
had to accept their disability and
you do too if you are to feel at ease
aroimd them.
Don't make a "big deal" about
offering your assistance.
According to Sovere^ saying to
a person in a wheelchair going upa
st^ grade, "I'm going that way
too. Can I give you a push?" is aU
thaf s necessary. If they dcm't want
help tbeyll let you know.
She also said that the correct
way to offer assistance to a blind
person is to give them you arm and
walk slightly in front of them- not
to take their arm and push them
along in front of you. It gives a
blind person a strange feeling
being pushed where th^ don't
know where they're going; if th^
take your arm they can follow
your movements.
"Most handicapped students
love to communicate," Sovereign
said, 'people shouldn't hesitate to
talk to them."

' 7 s
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HELP WANTED: CoUege

SKI SEASON JOBS- Many part

I Students earn S6-10 per hour

time jobs are available at lo^ ski
resorts. Contact Jack Dexter 8877551.

I working part-time, on campus.
For more info dill 1-800-93210528.

The following part time ARTIST ASST. - The Art Space positions are now available 205 Benedict SL No. 5, SJ.- Pat
through the Career Planning and Lea, 862-4472. Art badcground
Placement Center. Although we helpful, $3.56 to S7/hr.
cannot guarantee the jobs will not
be filled by press time, they and report TAKER— Allstote
many more are posted on the Job Insurance- 1020 E. Washington,
Board in Room 116, Student Colton- 667-6588, ask for George
Quezada, max 29 his/wk flexible.
Services Building.

FINANCIAL MANAGEENT
TRAINEE: We need individuals
with executive potential who are
wiking management opportunity.
The applicant selected will be
trained for Branch Manager of a
larger growing finanHal service
company. Aggressive ambitious
persons with a pleasing personality
are desired. Good starling salary
and complete program of
employee benefits. Advance
according to ability to absorb
training and responability. Apply
at Norwest Financial.

Absolutely Free! The Student
Health Center welcomes you to
attend individual or group
counseling on Human Sexuahty,
including Birth Control and Stress
Management. MTWTh from
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.2-4
A.M./P.M. Typing: Computer
ized editing. IBM compatible.
Save a disk program. Shirley
Lewis, 887-3527.3-11

$5.90/ hr.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Women softball
players for the new CSUSB team.
Those interested contact Coach
Bly in the P.E. ofBce or call 8877560.

(714) 882-2476

[TEXACtf

Expert typing and word
processing service. Serving all
your word processing and typing
needs. Special rates for students.
Call Pam at 882-6502.1-28, 3-li.

Word processiiig: Whether ymi
need typing, editing, or word
processing, we can hdp! We do
term papers, theses, dissertati^
resumes. Call us f<x quidt,
professional results at reasoiiable
prices. AS YOU LIKE IT. Adc for
792-1411.
High quality, fast dependable
typing service. Call Mrs. Smith.
886-2509 between 9:00 and 1:00
or at 884-5198 other times.(6-6)

SPECIALIZING IN
TUNE UPS - BHAKES
LUBRICATION - TIRES- BATTERIES
TOWING

'O30 KENDALL DB
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92407

10%

Discount- Students and

T-SHIRT
EVERY
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
MOST

DRINKS
S|00

Faculty 2-n,2-253-u

PROFESSIONAL TYPING:
Neat, accurate & timely.
Reasonable fees. Mrs. Vincent,
882-5398.

3 DANCE FLOORS
• AFTER HOURS
DANCING

OPEN:

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NIGHT
18 & OVER INVITED

7 Ntt«s a We«k
BP.M.T1U2P.M.
Friday & Saturday
8P.M.TILL5A.M.

MONDAY

HOT LEGS CONTEST
BATTLE OF THE SEXES

TUESDAY

LIP SYNC CONTEST
WEDNESDAY

WETT-SHIRT CONTEST
THURSDAY

MALE EXOTIC SHOW

SATURDAY

For Sale: -Computer Fans
I.B.M. Compatible Computer (still
under warranty) 640k memory
with turbo mode d.o.s. 3.1.20 meg
hard disk. Floppy disk drive,
I.U.M. keyboard. Amber monitor.
Epson printer with letterwriter
program feature. All hook-ups.
Joysticks and games. Complete
and expandible. Sacrifice $1995
or offer. Must see to appreciate.
825-2104. 2-4.2-11

Associated
Students Needs Reps
If you're a reliable and
competent student apply now
Associated Students office
in Student Union.
Looks good on the resume

Female Belter Half/Men s Mactio Body
SUNDAY

no^-FUNK NIGHT
We re Packed'

WED. thru SAT.

NEW YORK UNDERGROUND

Openings in School of:

-Npiv EnterlairvmeiM fcioenence —

'MEIRC)
MISSION BLVD

2-4,11,18.

18 & OVER INVITED
FRIDAY

ReoucM Onnk Prices Aii Nigfit

NU-WAVE DANCE CONTEST

Roomate Wanted: 3 bedroom,
pool, jacuzzi, $200.00 a month.
862-0855

(fri. &sat.)

• 3 DISC JOCKEYS
M 3 GIANT
^ .
METROVISION
VIDEO SCREENS
• RELAXING
LOUNGE
FULL SERVICE
RESTAURANT
• 10 BARS

/ (7* 682-3322
5714 Mission Blvd.

MISSION PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

Riverside. CA

TRAVEL
SKI MONTANA - March 28April 4. No crowds...seven
nights at Big Sky, Montana. All
inclurive package. Close to
Yellowstone. $600.00 Contact:
Hillsens Tours and Travel. 211
E. State St., Redlands, (714)
793-2411 or 825-5964.
SKI INNSBRUCK— March 1322,8 nights. Site of 1964 &, 1976
Olympic Winter Games. Seven
nights in Innsbruck, one night in
Amsterdam. $875.
SKI MAMMOTH- Fd>. 6-8 or
Mardi 27-29. Round trip motor
coarh 2 ni^ts accomodatioDS.
$150 per person.

TYPING

MET. TEXACO SERVICE

OWNER

NO MORE COMMUTER
WOES. Nice neighborhood west
of Univ. Pkwy. You can ride your
bike, save wear and tear on your
car and gas money, by living in this
attractive 2 bdrm. home. Only 3
yrs. old, 2 car gar., fireplace,
central heat and air. Room to grow
on a 72 X100 lot, RV parking, dog
run. Seller transferred, make us an
offer. Call to see now. All terms
considered. 887-3342 agt. 2-4

Scholarship money available. No
obligation to apply. Army Rote,
887-9545. 2-4

LAB TECH. - Santa Ana
Watershed Project • 3600 Tyler
St, Riverside, Ca. 785-5541 Ravi Shanker - $5.50/ job in Glen
Avon.

METRt HAWATMEH

i

February 4,

repfeseotitive; have
fim while eamiag top pay. Call 1800-932-0528." (1&«)

Help Wanted

' ••

Humanities
Natural Sciences
Social & Behavioral
Sciences

GRADS— Go to Hawaii. $454 I
per person, double occupancy. I
June 23-30. Air transportation, I
transfers, 7 nights. Lei greeting, ||
tax, tips and porterage. Contact I
Hillsens Tours and Travel. 211 ||
East State, Redlands. 793-2411 or
825-5964.

CROSSWORD
ANSWERS
IA5

m

UR

mi
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What if you

don't get into
the school of
your choice?
Of course, you may get into
some other school, but why
settle? Preparefor the admis
sions ex2im you'refacingbe it SAT. LSAT, GMAT,GFE.
MCAT. or others—with
the best test prep company
Stanley H. Kaplan.
For nearly 50 vears.KapIahs
test-taking techniques have
prepared over one million stu
dents, boosting their scoring
power and test confidence.
So Ccdl Kaplcin. Why go to
just any school, when you
can go the one you want?

IKAPLAN

S1IMUY N. KAPIM [DUCAHONU aNT» ITD.

THE WORLD'S LEADING
TEST PREP ORGANlZAnON
ENROLLING NOW! Visit
us at our center, 11185
Mountain View Ave..
no.l61, Loma Linda, Ca
92354. Or call us days,
evenings or weekends. Our
phone number. (714) 7963727.
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